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Describing eye color

Every year since the 1990s, the Pantone Color Institute has nominated Color of the Year, which reportedly predicts one shade that the design world will nuts about for the next 12 months. Last week, the color institute chose the 25th color of the year: Marsala (Pantone 18-438). What is Marsala? In his press release last week, Pantone described Marsala as a naturally solid and
earthy red wine. And today, sitting at the Color of the Year 2015 webinar, I heard a Pantone representative say that Marsala was also the color of tiny chocolates, exotic spices and fragrant whining from fertile Earth.Wow! Pantone certainly doesn't seem to be at a loss for ways to describe Marsala, right? Inspired by the ingenuity with which Pantone intended to describe what is, in
fact, a rather gross sample that falls somewhere on the spectrum between blood and poop, I ended up spending the rest of the webinarium coming up with other colors that Marsala reminds me of. Here they are, in no particular order:• The color of the wine teeth. • The color of the old Band-Aid found behind the toilet.• The color of Santa's drunken center outfit as it lies unconscious
in the gutter.• The color of your mom's trembling liver heap won't let you leave the table without food.• The color of the used maxi pad.• The color of each play-doh variety crushed in one bath.• Color, which comes out of you after eating too many beets.• The color of Lindsay Lohan's nicotine fingers.• The color of each quake level.• Merlot and Kahlúa color based on a cocktail I once
came up with called Browntown. • The color of this sab just can't be left alone.• The color of this nail came on three weeks ago that you can't pronounce any more because the jaw hurts.• The color of an old chocolate bar after scraping that weird white film off. • Linux dweeb's desktop color.• The color of this irregular mole needs to be checked.• The color from the spice factory
drains the water into the bath.• The color of the mysterious cloud expands from that smiling fat baby in the public pool.• The color of the crust that formed around the mouth of the ketchup bottle on the back of the fridge.• The color of the wine that makes your uncle crazy.• The color of your aunt's favorite suit. Feel free to use any of them in your next press release or seminar,
Pantone! Download all the best tasty recipes in your inbox! Sign up for the Tasty newsletter today! Photo by Henrik Sorensen/DigitalVision/Getty Images Pause for a moment and look around you. What do you see? No matter what your surroundings look like, your eyes are treated to brilliant colors that evoke certain types of feelings and emotions. But colors are also used to
describe loving relationships, even those that have the status It's complicated. That's because colors are not just what you see, but how you feel about life inside. (And don't worry, we have a color for single men and ladies out there too!) So maybe your current relationship is alive and full of life like arctic lime color, which represents creativity and energetic feelings. Or, perhaps
you're in that first stage of love with the other significant, and you two feel pretty ruby red about each other. But everyone knows that relationships are not perfect, as evidenced by the bittersweet sheen of color. This pinkish-red hue is for all those rocky compounds out there because we know about the inevitable ups and downs that couples go through. Whether you're as happy as
cyber yellow or your relationship turns dark purple, we'll find out what unique color represents you and your love life! PERSONALITY Tell us about your dreams and we'll guess your relationship status in year 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Write Romance Novel and we'll guess your relationship status! 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess your relationship
status based on taste in Romance Novels? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY That Ice Cream Topping Describes Your Love Life? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Historical Wedding Plan and We'll Guess Your Relationship Status! 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Tell us about your dating life this year and we'll guess what kind of guy you'll date in 2020 5 Minutes Quiz 5
Min PERSONALITY What type of man do you belong to? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY That R/Relationship Thread Describes Ex? 5 Minutes quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which chemical reaction describes your current relationship? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min Personality Creating An Outfit and We'll Be Guessing If You Really Want to Be In A Relationship 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How
Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how to use the right noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone, from fun quizzes that bring the joy of the day to fascinating photos and
fascinating lists. Sometimes we explain how it works, other times, we ask, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Quizzes are free! We send questions and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign up, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace
Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Home Eye Care Eye Color The rarest eye colors In terms of common eye colors, green eyes take the award as the rarest eye color. But that's not all. Once upon a time, every man in existence had brown eyes. This is certainly not the case anymore. The color of our eyes tends to play a big role in our image, and in some cases it can be a genetic
return to the family tree. It's hard to even imagine what you would look like with eye color. With a few exceptions, almost everyone has eyes that are brown, blue, green or somewhere in between. But what is the rarest eye color and why? SEE ALSO: How eye color develops and why the AAO has conducted a survey of Americans to find out how outstanding certain colors are. The
results are listed below, ordered from the most rare to the most common. Green eyesIf you have green eyes, you are lucky. Not only are they the rarest eye color among Americans, they are also the most attractive, according to the 66,000 people who voted in our survey. How rare are green eyes? Less than one in 10 Americans (9%) has them. But why are green eyes so rare?
Around each student, the colored part of our eyes is called the iris. A pigment called melanin is responsible for this color. It is the same pigment that determines the color of our skin. The color of the iris depends on the colors of our parents' eyes mixed with a small genetic lottery. Green irises have uncommon levels of melanin — less than brown eyes, but more than blue eyes.
And while 9% is actually rare, green eyes are even rarer around the world. Only 2% of the world's population has green eyes, according to world atlas demographics.Hazel eyesA a mixture of brown and green, hazel eyes make up 18% of the American population. Most brown color tends to settle near the outer edge of the iris, while small streaks of brown, green and even gold are
visible closer to the pupil. But like green eyes, hazel eyes tend to be much rarer elsewhere in the world. As a whole, only about 5% of the global population has hazel-colored eyes. If you or someone you know has hazel eyes, you may have noticed that the color of your eyes changes from time to time. This is because hazel pigment levels have a unique ability to reflect light in a
strange way, giving away the perception of the changing color of the iris. Blue eyesIf you have blue eyes, you are related (sort of) to any other person who has blue eyes. About 10,000 years ago, someone in present-day Europe was born with a genetic mutation that permanently causes blue eyes. Every blue-eyed man today is a distant descendant of this ancient man. About 27%
of Americans have blue eyes, making it the third rarest eye color. Eye colour does not always reflect heritage, but the large number of blue eyes in America can be at least partly attributed to a large number of citizens with Scandinavian, British, Irish and Eastern European backgrounds. In the UK and Ireland, more than half of all residents have blue eyes. In Finland and Sweden,
the figure ranges from 80% to 90% – more than four out of five residents. All over the world, however, blue eyes are much rarer. World Atlas notes that only 8% to 10% population has blue eyes. Brown eyesIf you have brown eyes, your eye color is most common among people. They may not be uncommon, but you can be proud to know that you grow the original eye color - the
same at first in modern Africa, hundreds of thousands of years ago. To this day, brown eyes dominate Africa and Asia.Forty-five percent of Americans, and as many as 79 percent of people around the world have certain varieties of brown eyes. Colors can range from lighter chestnut to darker shades that almost seem to blend into the pupil. While some people may seem to have
irises that are black, they are not technically there. People with black eyes instead have very dark brown eyes, which are almost indistinguishable from the student. Other eye colorsIf you've done math, you already know that these colors only add up to 99%. What about the other 1%? There are several unique colors and color combinations that make up this group: the rarest of the
rare. Some people may group their gray eyes with blue eyes. Their low melanin content is similar, but in fact gray irises are much rarer than standard blue eyes. If you look closely, you can even notice streaks of bronze and gold in gray. Even less common is a condition called heterochromia iridum — various colored eyes. This is usually the result of a harmless genetic mutation,
but it can also be caused by underlying disorders and injuries. SEE: Stars with heterochromiaMans who have vitiligo lack most or all melanin, giving the skin, hair and eye a very light appearance. This often causes light blue eyes, but can rarely show as pink or bright red eyes, when the complete absence of melanin causes small blood vessels to become visible. Pink and red eyes
are considered the rarest eye colors in the world, giving new meaning to the word rarely. Only one in 20,000 people has the form of vitiligo, according to the National Institutes of Health, and even fewer have red eyes. Page updated September 2020 2020
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